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GDPR Compliance & Security
is a Priority
Are you tempted to implement WhatsApp Business, but afraid of all
the GDPR and security implications?
Don’t be.
The WhatsApp Business API, associated with tyntec, provides you
with the most complete framework to implement this new channel—
without compromising your GDPR compliance or security policies.
The WhatsApp Business API is fully programmable, and tyntec
has taken a step further to enhance security. Privacy, secure data
transmission and encryption have been part of our daily business in
over 15 years—a lot longer before GDPR ever existed.
This Guide helps you understand how WhatsApp Business and tyntec
handle GDPR and security topics, giving you the peace of mind to get
started, without hassle—and without worries.
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GDPR compliance
1. A
 bout GDPR—and what has changed
GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) governs the use

Now, companies must change how they interact with users

and storage of personal data of EU citizens; regardless of the

and store the data gathered over time. Examining this

location it was acquired. The way data is collected—either

historical data is ideal for determining the sort of information

by text message, web form or onscreen prompt—must also

users tend to provide, as some may need to be removed

illustrate how it will be used. Companies must provide a way

since it can only be stored as long as necessary.

for users to opt-out of communications and process these
requests quickly.
Until the introduction of the GDPR, real time communication
methods such as SMS and live chat allowed organizations
(public, private companies, governments, etc.) to collect
data through their interactions with website visitors
or customers. Organizations could then continue
communications with customers and store the information
collected for as long as they wanted.
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2. GDPR in the WhatsApp Business API framework
WhatsApp takes data protection seriously and we at tyntec

We have ensured that our services and terms align with the

comply with data protection laws that apply to us. Hence, we

GDPR. When WhatsApp is the data processor, we handle

have ensured that our services align with the GDPR.

personal data as described in our data practices and our

We appreciate that the GDPR requires our business partners,

data processing terms. Our Data Processing Terms align

when acting as data controllers, to make sure WhatsApp

with GDPR requirements governing contracts between data

(when acting as the data processor) has the appropriate

controllers and data processors.

safeguards in place. We are committed to those safeguards
and therefore meet those requirements.
WhatsApp acts as a Data Controller and/or Data Processor,
depending on the circumstances:
	Data controller: With respect to consumer end users
of WhatsApp Messenger, WhatsApp acts as a data

rpr
Ente

ise

controller, as set forth in the privacy policy applicable to
WhatsApp Messenger consumer end users.
	Data processor: Each Enterprise Client is a data
controller of its customer contacts. When the Enterprise
Client provides its customer contacts to WhatsApp via
the WhatsApp Business Solution, WhatsApp is a data
processor of those customer contacts, and processes
those customer contacts for the purpose of delivering
the client’s WhatsApp messages to those customers.
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2.1. GDPR Compliance — an Overview
WhatsApp Business has been built with the privacy and
security features that enterprises need. It is a powerful tool
that enables enterprises to communicate with customers in
an encrypted, private and secure way. tyntec and WhatsApp
have taken steps to ensure all communications facilitated by
WhatsApp Business remain fully GDPR compliant:

WhatsApp
	End-to-end data encryption

tyntec
	tyntec-owned ECB-S grade data center hosted in
Dortmund, Germany (within European Union)

Differently from the consumer WhatsApp app, the
Business API does NOT include the access to the user’s

	Encryption and pseudonymisation wherever possible

phone book, complying with GDPR.
	Segregation of data, networks, and systems
	Media and messages are only stored for delivery and
deleted after 7/30 days respectively.

	No message “archive”; storage performed for
transmission only
	Secure data processing.
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2.2. WhatsApp Encryption

In addition to the high level encryption, another mechanism
WhatsApp uses to ensure that you know customers are

WhatsApp messages are encrypted from tyntec to the device,

speaking to real enterprises is a security message displayed

and secured over HTTPS (and optional SSL/VPN) from your

at the start of the chat.

application to tyntec.
This message cannot be faked by a scammer as it is generated
by WhatsApp.
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3. Data Protection and Storage
Facebook operates a global infrastructure and processes

In a nutshell, the Enterprise can use its corporate phone

data in both EU and US-based servers. WhatsApp stores

numbers, maintaining control of customer data and

data in the United States and stores encrypted media

conversations:

worldwide to increase efficiency. This processing is
supported by strict legal compliance for safeguarding any

	It is at the Enterprise’s discretion to create and maintain

transfers of personal data outside of the EU. WhatsApp is

chat archives for audit trails and analysis according to

certified for cases in which it acts as a data Processor under

industry requirements and standards.

Privacy Shield, as explained further in its Privacy Shield
Addendum and certification.

	The Enterprise is in charge of conversation tracking,
sentiment analysis, chat evaluation and message

Regarding where an enterprise’s customer data (customer

archiving.

contacts and messages) is stored, this is the sole
responsibility of the Enterprise. WhatsApp does not store
this data for any longer than necessary to route and deliver

	WhatsApp Business API provides delivery and read
receipts (later if enabled by end user).

messages. If a message cannot be delivered immediately,
WhatsApp may keep it on our servers for up to 30 days—as

	tyntec allows the Enterprise to use its existing phone

WhatsApp continues trying to deliver it. If a message is still

numbers, increasing brand recognition. We do not force

not delivered after 30 days, WhatsApp then deletes it. To

Enterprises to buy new phone number from tyntec.

improve performance and deliver media messages more
efficiently, WhatsApp may retain them on our servers for a
longer period of time.
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4. Data Processing
Data processing and sub-processing
The content sent from enterprises to tyntec is totally secure
and within the EU (datacenter in Dortmund, Germany).

MSISDN
and
Text/Media

MSISDN to Routing ID mapping

The MSISDN ¹ (a number uniquely identifying a subscription
in the mobile network; also referred to the mobile phone

Encrypted Text/Media

number) shared with tyntec gets translated to a routing ID
within tyntec’s datacenter before further transmission the
WhatsApp’s network for message delivery.

Secure data processing
The transmission of data between the involved networks is
done via https and the connection to tyntec can be secured
additionally using SSL/VPN. Respective keys are exchanged

End-to-End-Encryption
SSL VPN

through other channels.
Your submitted messages get end-to-end encrypted by

Keys

Keys

your dedicated WhatsApp Business API installation hosted
within tyntec’s own datacenter. The messages are further
transmitted onto WhatsApp’s international network.
WhatsApp / Facebook cannot read or decrypt any of the
content shared.
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5. End-user Opt-in and Opt-out
The GDPR requirements demand companies gain consent

Additionally, GDPR requires organizations to protect private

before collecting or processing personal data, and there

data but also to keep records of how data, and consent

are requirements for how that consent can be requested.

was obtained. The context around a request for consent

For example, a person can give consent through a check

is especially important to prove it was lawfully obtained.

box on a web form or by email. Consent must be obtained

Consent without supporting documentation of how it was

in a format that is easy to read and allows the user control

obtained is now invalid.

over the choice. Giving users a choice is key. For example,
consent is rendered invalid if it is a required condition to use
a service or receive a resource like a whitepaper.
Requesting consent can be achieved through a variety of
opt-in methods. Apps and websites can provide onscreen
explanations or pop-up notifications to show users what

SIG
NU
OPT
-INP

data is being collected and explain what happens after
submission. GDPR specifically prohibits the use of
pre-checked options—so be sure to avoid using them.

CON
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M
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Opt-in
Needless to say, opt-in plays a crucial role in

A user must first consent to receive messages in

setting up your service. It’s only via an active opt-

WhatsApp by opting into them via a third-party

means it must be triggered by a user

in that enterprises are allowed to communicate

channel. This can be any channel your business

action, such as entering a phone number or

to WhatsApp users.

uses to communicate with people today—your

checking a box to indicate consent.

	The opt-in must be an active opt-in. This

website, app, email, SMS, retail location, etc.
	Clear opt-in messaging so that a user knows
what type(s) of messaging the person is
Create your Account

Contact Us

Your name
First
Email*

signing up for.

Your name
Last
Password*

First

Last
Phone number

Email*

+49
Phone number (for delivery alerts via WhatsApp)
+49

Please contact me via:
Phone
Email

Yes, I would like to receive a newsletter.
Yes, I would like to receive updates via

Message*

SMS

	The user must be asked to opt-in via a
visual element (checkbox or similar) shown
next to the WhatsApp name and logo on
your chosen third party channel. The user
should have control over what number is
used through explicit action (e.g. editing). In
addition, language must be shown adjacent
to the UI elements to explain clearly what
information will be received and make

REGISTER NOW

SUBMIT

specific reference to this information being
sent as messages on WhatsApp.
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Prerequisites for WhatsApp Business
are a Facebook
Business Manager Account and your customer’s consent
to share mobile phone number (opt-in).

Data Processing Prerequisites for enterprises on handling opt-ins

MSISDN¹
Facebook Business Manager Account

tyntec’s customers
access WhatsApp
Business API through
tyntec’s Chat API

Official WhatsApp
Business Solution
provider

Message delivery through WhatsApp network

¹ MSISDN is a number uniquely identifying a subscription in a mobile network. Simply put, it is the mapping
of the mobile telephone number to the SIM card in a mobile/cellular phone
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Opt-out
For end user protection WhatsApp has implemented
a reporting and blocking mechanism.
Enterprises must respect all requests (either on WhatsApp
or off) to block, discontinue, or otherwise opt-out of
communications from you via WhatsApp. If a user opts
out, enterprises must update their contact list to remove
that user and will not send (or attempt to send) any further
messages to that user using the Business Products.
Option for
opt-out
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Security overview
Safeguarding customer data is no longer merely a good business

Our security efforts to protect your data include:

practice—but mandatory. At tyntec, we continue to strengthen
our security controls and standards every day, supporting secure
conversations for WhatsApp Business and beyond.

	
Multiple secure transmission options like VPN or TLS
ensure that the messaging data reaches our platform
without being exposed. tyntec’s software development

IT security is a top priority driven by tyntec’s management and is therefore

and IT administration processes include security by

managed and designed by our certified and experienced staff.

design principles and guidelines
Regular penetration tests (conducted by certified
penetration testers) and automated vulnerability scans
to control the effectiveness of security design decisions
and to proactively identify possible security flaws
	
Automatically delete all relevant files after 6 months,
and use encrypted partitions for data storage servers,
adhering to data privacy requirements
Continuous controlling and improving of all security
related processes and design decisions enable tyntec to
tackle cyber threats of modern IT infrastructures.
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Our core IT security principles consist of:
First, we’ve made a strategic choice not to rely on third
party cloud providers. As a company with a heritage of
building our own network infrastructure and proprietary
technology stack, we needed the level of monitoring
and control we gain from hosting our systems and
services ourselves. That approach works as a compelling
differentiator for our enterprise customers with strict
compliance requirements.
	
Second, the separation of application, service

Third, GDPR compliance is a hard measure that helps

development, and IT teams, enables our IT team

us to take the mandated steps to train our employees;

to configure our firewalls with sufficient control to

encrypt/pseudonymize wherever possible; segregate

make it possible to detect security flaws. Unlike many

data, network and systems; control access to facilities

organizations with a developer-driven setup that allows

including tyntec-owned ECB-S grade data centers.

developers to configure the network infrastructure
by themselves, at tyntec our IT team enforces the

We at tyntec continue to strengthen our security controls

responsible network team to adhere to a ‘four-eyes’

and standards to make sure your data, and of your

principle for editing firewall rules—thus elevating our

customers, are private and secure.

control mechanism.
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With 15+ years in the telecommunication services, tyntec has been
an early mover in strict security and data protection regulations—even
before GDPR.
We at tyntec are looking forward to bringing WhatsApp Business to you.
Get in touch to find out more about our GDPR compliance, secure and
more—or get started with us.

tyntec.com
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